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panies;1 its sMps are exempt from seizure in respect of Chapter
salvage claims or claims for damage done by collision.2    	L
Local law may abandon3 or diminish, these claims, but,
failing that, they can be asserted on behalf of the Grown
by the Government and the Courts will give effect to
them when pleaded.4
(2) Neither statute nor prerogative, that is common
law, explain much that is vital in the government of
the Dominions. That government rests essentially, as
in the United Kingdom, on conventions of the con-
stitution which are not law in the sense that any of
them can be directly enforced by legal action. From
the first the British Government was most reluctant
to hamper the growth of Dominion autonomy by
efforts to transmute into law the constitutional prac-
tice of the United Kingdom. In the colonies, of course,
there was a certain reluctance to adopt this point of
view. It was felt that the change from imperial control
to virtual self-government ought to have a counterpart
in law, and, if the constitutions of the colonies had
been framed entirely to meet their wishes, there would
have been some effort to embody in them the rules of
constitutional practice as law. But the British objec-
1	Liquidators of Maritime Bank of Canada v. Receiver-General of New
Brunswick, [1892] A.C. 437. What is to be regarded as a representation
of the Crown is discussed in Metropolitan Meat Industry Board v. SJieedy
[1927] A.C. 899.
2	Young v. S.S. Scotia, [1903] A.C. 501. No suit can be brought in
England against a Dominion Government by treating it as a corporation:
Slaman v. Government of New Zealand (1876), 1 C.P.D. 563.
3	Commonwealth v. New South Wales (1923), 32 C.L.R. 200: suit in
tort by Commonwealth against New South Wales authorised by Judiciary
Act.
4	As to privilege against disclosure of documents, see Robinson v.
South Australia, [1931] A.C. 704; Keith, Journ. Comp* Leg. xiii. 261.
262; Eayner v. S., [1929] N.Z.L.R. 805.

